
RAV - Slezák Amur AM719.0/10C
Vodovodní baterie dřezová stojánková s flexibilním otočným ramínkem. Výška

baterie je 37 cm

EAN: 8595163516939

85,56 €
71,30 € bez DPH

The kitchen faucet Amur AM719.0/10C  perfectly captures originality and practicality. The faucet is
manufactured by the Czech company Slezák - Rav CZ, s.r.o., which emphasizes honesty and tradition.
They have been operating in the market since 2001. The products of the Slezák Rav CZ, s.r.o. brand
come with an extended warranty.

The Amur arch kitchen faucet features a so-called flexible nozzle. This makes it easy to fill, for example,
a pot with water or rinse the sink from leftover dirt. Thanks to the combination of a swivel spout and a
flexible head, the faucet is an ideal choice for double sinks or sinks with a basin.

The Amur sink faucet  is  equipped with a branded ceramic cartridge  with a diameter  of  35 mm
(KA3502).  The  faucet's  flexible  spout  is  in  black  color.  The  packaging  includes  a  mounting  kit  and  an
accompanying manual  that  will  facilitate the entire installation.  The faucet  packaging contains two
connecting hoses (connections for cold and hot water).

Key features of the RAV Slezák kitchen faucet Amur AM719.0/10C

flexible battery strap Amur in black color
attractive kitchen faucet in a modern design
10-year battery warranty.
ideal choice for double sinks
rotate the head by 360 degrees



Easy installation
manufacturer Czech company Slezák Rav CZ, Ltd. with a tradition since 2001

Note:  the 10-year warranty applies to the tightness of  the casting (battery body),  the cartridge is
guaranteed for 6 years, and the surface finish of the battery is guaranteed for 2 years. Other parts are
subject to the Civil Code from the date of purchase.

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Arch
Surface treatment: Chrome/black.
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm KA3502
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 10 years.
Battery height (cm): Approximately 37.
Aerator: Neoperl MA0002
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 24
Height of the packaging: 8
Depth of the packaging: 42.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 2



  

  


